June 27/28, 2014

Stormy Waters Bright Horizons?

China and Europe’s Changing Roles in the Mediterranean Region

Friday, June 27

Sala Lauree Rossa - Campus Luigi Einaudi, Lungodora Siena 100/A

9.00 | 9.30 Opening Remarks
Anna Caffarena
(President of the Torino World Affairs Institute, T.wai)

9.30 | 11.00 Panel 1.
China in the West Asia-Northern Africa Region (Wana): a Chinese Perspective

11.30 | 12.30 Keynote Speech: Romano Prodi
(Former President of the European Commission)
A sea of opportunities: EU and China in the Mediterranean

14.00 | 15.30 Panel 2.
China in the Wana Region: A Regional Perspective

16.00 | 18.00 Panel 3.
China in the Mediterranean Region: A Perspective from Southern Europe

Saturday, June 28

Sala Colonne - Palazzo Civico, Piazza Palazzo di Città 1

9.00 | 10.30 Keynote Speech: Kairat Kelimbetov
(Governor of Kazakhstan Central Bank and former Deputy Prime Minister of Kazakhstan)
The continental dimension of China’s “Go Out / Go West” policies: the New Silk Road as seen from Central Asia

11.00 | 13.00 Panel 4.
EU and Italy’s Changing Roles in the Mediterranean Region

14.30 | 16.30 Panel 5.
The Energy Factor: EU, China and the Mediterranean Region in the Post-Hydrocarbon Era
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Massimo Deandreis (Istituto di Ricerche sul Mezzogiorno, SRM)
Simone Dossi (Torino World Affairs Institute, T.wai)
Paolo Farah (West Virginia University)
Enrico Fardella (Peking University and Torino World Affairs Institute, T.wai)
Sandro Furian (CNA Corporate University)
Giuseppe Gabusi (University of Torino and Torino World Affairs Institute, T.wai)
Enrico Granara (Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, MAE)
Ruth Hanau Santini (University of Naples “L’Orientale”, Italy)
Ma Xiaolin (Middle East Academy in China)
Niu Xinchun (China Institutes of Contemporary International Relations, CICIR)
Memmet Oğitçu (Global Resource Corporation)
Pablo Pareja (Pompeu Fabra University, Spain)
Nicoletta Pirozzi (Istituto Affari Internazionali, IAI)
Giorgio Prodi (University of Ferrara, Italy)
Nicolò Russo Perez (Campania di San Paolo)
Alexander Scaberras Trigona (Special Envoy of the Prime Minister, Malta)
Pietro Sferra Carini (Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, MAE)
Yitzhak Shichor (University of Haifa, Israel)
Marina Skordeli (University of Athens, Greece)
Alberto Tonini (University of Florence, Italy)
Xu Xiaojie (Chinese Academy of Social Science, CASS)
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Per assistere alla conferenza è necessario registrarsi, scrivendo a simone.dossi@twai.it